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You might also like...
Puffin on the Beach 
This book describes how Sam and Hollie’s plan 
to spend an afternoon rock pooling takes an 
unexpected turn when Sam thinks he has 
found a Penguin. But Hollie is not so sure.

Additional Education Resources 
A fantastic selection of new and exciting cross 
curricular themed symbol resources and a 
sequence of literacy lessons based on the book. 

These engaging PDF resources inspire teaching 
and learning within primary education.

Widgit Symbols
This book and resources combines clear 
and delightful illustrations with simple text, 

supported by Widgit Symbols. Find out more 
about Widgit and other related products 

and resources by getting in touch or 
visiting the website. 

Available from Widgit Software: 
Email: info@widgit.com
Telephone: 01926 333680

www.widgit.com/sam-and-hollie



Alex and Rosie’s
Adventures in Suffolk 

Stories by David Blakesley 

Illustrations by Tharada Blakesley



 
Autism and Nature is a non-profit organisation dedicated to enriching the lives of 
children on the autism spectrum, by helping to engage them with the countryside and 
nature. ‘Alex and Rosie’s Adventures in Suffolk’ has been written to complement our 
guide ‘Visiting the Suffolk countryside: a guide for parents and teachers of children 
with autism’. The book tells the story of two children, Alex and Rosie, who visit natural 
places described in our guide. We hope that it will appeal to younger children with autism 
and children with speech and language difficulties, and encourage their interest in the 
countryside and nature. For more information visit the Autism and Nature website   
(www.autismandnature.org.uk).

This book has been generously funded by the Suffolk Coast & Heaths Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) Sustainable Development Fund and Amenity and 
Accessibility Fund; the Dedham Vale AONB Sustainable Development 
Fund; the Bluebell Fund and the Martineau Fund (c/o Suffolk 
Community Foundation); and Activities Unlimited. We 
would especially like to thank Activities Unlimited and 
Autism Suffolk for their help in distributing this book. 
We would also like to thank Cate Rae and Guillaume 
Duclaud-Williams (Widgit Software) for their valuable 
advice and help with symbolising the text. 
Finally, we would like to thank Barbara Creed 
for the layout of the book.



    

   



 

    



    

    



      

   



   

  



  

     



    

    



    

    



 

    



     

    



     

       



   

  



      

     



    

 



    

   



     

  



    

    



   

   



    

    



   

    



      

    



     

     



     

      



   

   



     

    



    

  



      

    



     

      



    

   



     

     



 

   



   

   



  

  



   

   



 

       



   

   



    

 



    

   



     

      



  

     



     

  



    

    



  

    



   

  



 

    



For bibliographic purposes, this book should be referred to as
Blakesley, D and Blakesley, T. 2015. Alex and Rosie’s Adventures in Suffolk 

Autism and Nature, Kent.

The right of David Blakesley and Tharada Blakesley to be identified as the author and illustrator of this work 
has been asserted by them in accordance with the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.

Text copyright © David Blakesley
Illustrations copyright © Tharada Blakesley

Widgit Symbols © widgit Software 2002–2015 www.widgit.com.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced 
in any form without prior permission of the authors

First published 2015

British-Library-in-Publication Data
A catalogue record for this book is available from the British Library

Layout by Barbara Creed
Published by Autism and Nature

Printed by Henry Ling Limited

ISBN 978-0-9571525-9-5

www.autismandnature.org.uk

Disclaimer
We recommend visitors to any places included in this book to take all appropriate 

steps to ensure health and safety of all users, and to follow their own health and safety policy. 
Neither the publisher nor the authors can be held responsible for any consequences arising from 
the use of the information contained herein, including accidents or damage as a result of its use.
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